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[Similar Matter Filed During Past Session
See Senate No. 765 of 1983.]

By Mr. Backman, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 770) of Jack H.
Packman, George Bachrach, Nicholas J. Costello and Paul Kollios for legislation
to govern the out-of-state transfer of Massachusetts prisoners. Human Services and
Elderly Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-four.

An Act governing the out-of-state transfer of
MASSACHUSETTS PRISONERS.

Whereas, the deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat
its purpose, which is relative to the out-of-state transfer of
prisoners, therefore, it is hereby declared an emergency law
necessary for the immediate preservation of public convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Genera! Court
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 97A of chapter 127 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out said section and inserting in place
3 thereof the following:
4 Section 97A. The commissioner may transfer any sentenced
5 prisoner who so petitions to any available and appropriate
6 federal or state institution within the confines of the continen-

tal United States.
8 The commissioner may transfer any other prisoner to any
9 availableand appropriate federal or state correctional institu-

te tion within the confines of the New England Region, provided
11 the prisoner is given written notice of the reasons he is being
12 considered for out-of-state transfer at least three days prior
13 to a duly held classification hearing, opportunity to respond
14 to such reasons at said hearing with personal testimony and
15 the testimony of witnesses and an attorney, and opportunity
16 to appeal to the commissioner a determination of the
17 classification board that out-of-state transfer is appropriate.
18 Such determination shall include substantial evidence that the
19 prisoner has special needs which cannot be met within the
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20 Massachusetts correctional system or that the Massachusetts
correctional system has been unable to confine him safely and
securely.

21
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Prisoners so removed shall be subject to the terms and con-
ditions of their original sentence and to provisions of law
governing discharge and parole from correctional institutions
of the commonwealth and shall be entitled to all deductions
from sentence which could have accrued had the prisoners re-
mained in the Massachusetts correctional system.
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Subject to the approval of the governor, the commissioner
may enter into reciprocal agreements, contracts or other
mutual plans to accomplish such transfers.
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Except where the prisoner has made writtenrequest to re-
main in an out-of-state facility, all Massachusetts prisoners
presently confined within any correctional institution main-
tained by the federal government or by the government of
another state shallbe returned to Massachusetts within thir-
ty days of the passage of this act to complete their sentences.
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